Strategic Plan
2012 STRATEGIC PLAN
The 2012 Strategic Plan is included here to emphasize the alignment of budgeted resources with strategies for
improvement. The plan defines a vision for change and provides guidelines for formation and prioritization of
strategies, annual work plans and supporting budgets. It should not be viewed as a rigid or all-inclusive list of
the District’s initiatives. The plan outlines the following:


TVF&R’s strategic purpose, including our mission, vision, principles, and organizational values



Eight organization-wide goals and corresponding targeted outcomes intended to move the agency toward
the stated vision



An annual organizational report card to evaluate the agency’s performance toward the goals and
outcomes, based on critical analysis, data review and interviews with key personnel



Guidance to help managers devise strategies for change, prioritize annual work plans, and develop
supporting budgets to advance achievement of the goals and outcomes

MISSION STATEMENT
Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue is committed to creating safer communities through prevention, preparedness,
and effective emergency response.

VISION & PRINCIPLES
OUR SHARED VISION
Our 2012 Strategic Plan is designed to support and build on the shared vision and principles familiar to every
member of Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue. Together, we invite all members of the communities we serve, along
with our partner governmental agencies, to join us in supporting a shared vision for the safety of our
community:


Where safety from fire, medical, and other emergencies is increasingly achieved through prevention, yet
when emergencies occur, speed and quality response are always effective.



Where homes and businesses are equipped with effective life safety technology and maintained in a
manner that ensures early detection, alerting, and intervention.



Where neighbors and businesses do their part and participate with us in an active emergency
preparedness partnership.



Where cooperative resource sharing and collaborative partnerships ensure a highly effective and efficient
emergency response system.



Where human, financial, and natural resources are stewarded in a sustainable manner.

In fulfilling this community vision, we want our community partners to know that we are committed to being an
organization that:


Anticipates, influences, and adapts to change in order to ensure that excellent services is continually
available to every community we serve.



Remains aligned to the single purpose of serving the greater community good, where the actions of every
member model the highest values of public service and, together, we are recognized as an organization
that exemplifies the concept of good government.
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Strategic Plan, continued
OUR SHARED PRINCIPLES
A plan cannot anticipate every decision that we will make and no amount of
training can cover every situation that will confront members of our
organization. That is one reason why we have defined three core principles
— known to the members of Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue as the “Chief’s
Bull’s-Eye” — as a reminder to all members of our organization that
excellence is achieved only when decisions are made consistent with these
cornerstones:
Safety and Performance – Employee and volunteer safety shares top priority
with getting the job done well. Everyone who comes to work goes home from
work, and everyone is expected to perform their jobs at the highest level
possible. We will create safer communities by reducing the risk of emergencies through prevention and
preparedness programs.
Despite our best efforts of prevention, when response is required, it will be effective and purposeful. We will
seek innovations and external partnerships to increase efficiencies and maximize resources, and will serve as
role models for implementing change in our industry.
Customer Service – Serving our community is a privilege. Whether it’s a true emergency or a situation where a
citizen has simply exhausted their personal resources, we will exceed the expectations of our community. We
treat our coworkers with dignity and respect, and when diverse opinions emerge, we are consensus builders
who do what is best for our organization and community.
Professionalism - We recognize that we are accountable to the public we serve and will be good stewards of
the finances and resources entrusted to us. We will conduct ourselves in a manner that brings credit to the
organization and the fire service while both on and off duty.
While our vision and principles work together to shape what we do, they are only the beginning. Together, we
have worked with our Board of Directors, our Division Managers, and all members of TVF&R to define a
Strategic Plan that can still better fulfill our mission “creating safer communities through prevention,
preparedness, and effective emergency response.”
ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES
The Board, management, and members of TVF&R are committed to upholding the following values in how we
run our organization and work with each other:
• We value healthy and safe communities and working environments.
• We value responsibility and initiative by every individual and by our organization as a whole.
• We value outstanding customer service as defined by the “Chief’s Bull’s-Eye.”
• We value careful stewardship of financial and natural resources.
• We value honesty and integrity.
• We value teamwork and the strength of decisions developed through open and collaborative processes.
• We value a workforce that reflects the diversity of our community.
• We value cost-effective innovation and risk-taking (taking a chance, not a hazard) in the pursuit of
excellence.
• We value each individual’s effort to achieve their highest potential and support continuing education
and skill development throughout each employee’s career.
• We value a positive work environment for all employees and volunteers.
• We value respect and tolerance.
• We value collaborative labor/management relations.
• We value development of future leaders, leadership excellence, and performance accountability.
• We value cooperation and region-wide planning with neighboring responders so that great service and
efficiency are never hampered by territorialism or parochialism.
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Strategic Plan, continued
STRATEGIC GOALS, TARGETED OUTCOMES AND ANNUAL ORGANIZATIONAL REPORT CARD
The following identifies the District’s eight strategic goals and corresponding targeted outcomes within the
context of the District’s annual report card, which is an assessment of achievement toward those goals and
outcomes. While similar to the terms “goals and objectives” found in a traditional strategic plan, the District
purposely selected the terms, “goals and outcomes” to emphasize that measurement of organization-wide
impact is part of the annual assessment process. To use a simple example, the number of emergency calls
taken is a measure of activity, while improved speed of emergency response is a measure of impact. While
impact is the more meaningful measure, the reader will find both types referenced in the report card narrative.
The decisions used to create the goals and outcomes include the requirements that they be:



Aligned with the stated mission, shared vision, core principles, and values. The point of the goals and
targeted outcomes is to define specific, measurable results that indicate movement toward realizing
the organization’s mission, principles, vision, and values.



Outcomes must be specifically measurable. Each targeted outcome statement must be measurable so
that it is possible to objectively determine the degree to which the goal is being achieved.



Organization-wide in scope. Goals and targeted outcome statements are not individual or division work
assignments. Rather, they are shared results that the entire organization, and in some cases even the
entire community, can work toward. Therefore, each division within the organization should be able to
define compelling, important work it can contribute under many, if not all, of the statements listed.



Built on consensus and common ground. These outcomes are intended to address the shared
agreement within the organization and involved community about the organization’s current strengths,
weaknesses, and needs associated with the unfulfilled elements of our mission.



Few in number. The goals and outcomes should be significant enough to encompass the mission,
principles, vision, and values of the organization, while being few enough to maintain a focused
simplicity on the strategic change we value most.

Each year, staff completes a comprehensive assessment of the goals and outcomes in the form of a “report
card.” This review measures progress towards achievement of each goal and, through the “call for action”
component, highlights target areas where divisional strategies, work plans, and budget requests should be
focused to expedite achievement of that goal.

Goal I: Reduce the number and severity of emergency incidents.

ANALYSIS OF TARGETED OUTCOMES
A.

Trend

Better

TVF&R baselines for speed of emergency response, including dispatch time, met or exceeded.
Based upon the Commission on Fire Accreditation International’s (CFAI) recommendations and in an effort
to more closely align with industry standards, the District conducted a complete rewrite of the Standards of
Coverage document for 2011. Due to significant changes in the methodologies for analyzing and reporting
response performance in 2011, it is not possible to accurately compare 2010 and 2011 baseline
performance. Moving forward, the District will have the ability to accurately monitor and compare
performance through a true “apples-to-apples” comparison. Table 1.1 shows the 2011 TVF&R baseline
objectives at the 90th percentile for the first arriving unit for all Code 3 incidents.
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Table 1.1 2011 Basseline Objectivves for First Arrriving Units/A
All Code 3 Incid
dents at 90th P
Percentile
Total Respo
Planning
P
Zone
Alarm Processing*
P
Turnout*
*
Travel
onse
Time Interrval (in minutes):
Incident Initiation (9-1-1
pick-up
p) to Dispatch

Time Intervall (in
minutes): Dispaatch to
Enroute for First A
Arriving
Unit

Tim e Interval (in
minuttes): Enroute to
Arrival for First Arriving
Unit

2:25

6:15
6:20
7:05

Metro/Urban
Suburban

2:10

Rural
*

Time interval (in m
minutes)

9:20
9:20
1
10:00

The lo
ocation of the inciident does not inffluence performa
ance during the Allarm Processing a
and Turnout Time
e intervals; thereffore, an
overalll objective is applied.

In an effort
e
to gauge
e the most reccent past perfo
ormance, TVF&
&R conducted
d a review of fiscal year 201
10 and
fiscal year 2011 ressponse data. The
T review sho
owed an incre ase in total reesponse time d
due almost en
ntirely
to long
ger alarm proccessing (i.e., dispatch)
d
timess. This increasse is likely the result of a pu
urposeful chan
nge
institu
uted at the dispatch center in
i May 2010 to
t better triagee 9-1-1 calls. It is important to note that this is
hermore, any evaluation should consider
a relattively short tim
meframe for evvaluation (12 months). Furth
wheth
her the new triage procedure
es resulted in more efficientt deployment oof resources a
and whether th
hat
offsetss any potentia
al increase in processing
p
tim
me.
Movin
ng forward, the
e wording of th
his outcome sh
hould be revissed to read, “Im
mproved or maintained the
TVF&R
R baseline tren
nd for the tota
al response tim
me of all Code 3 incidents w
within all Plann
ning Zones.”
B. Per-ca
apita rate and severity of fire
es reduced.
Despitte a slight incrrease in popullation, the num
mber of structu
ure fires per 1
1,000 residentts fell over three
percent from fiscal year
y
2010 (0.68) to fiscal year 2011 (0.6
65), continuingg the downward trend of the
e fiveyear period
p
from fiscal year 2007
7 through fisca
al year 2011 (0
0.82-0.65), a decline of 20%
%.
Figure
e 1.1 Structure
e Fire Incidentts and Populattion Comparisson

Thoug
gh few in numb
ber, civilian fatalities have in
ncreased in reecent years; hoowever, no fire
e-involved
firefighter fatalities have occurred
d. With the excception of 200
09, when a sin
ngle structure fire accounted
d for
a $7.5
5 million loss, property and contents loss has been fairlly consistent.
Table 1.2 Fire Fatallities/Structure
e Fire Propertyy and Contentts Loss
Fiscal year:
Civilian Fatalities
Firefigghter Fatalities
Structture Fire Property//Contents Loss

2007
1
0
$10,642,717
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2008
1
0
$7,408,879

2009
0
0
$15,733,1000

20100
3
0
$8,061,1145

20111
2
0
$7, 4900, 065
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As ind
dicators of severity, these arre somewhat rudimentary
r
m
measurements, which empha
asize the workk left
his
to be done to betterr ascertain the
e measurable attributes of sseverity. Movin
ng forward, the
e wording of th
outcome will be revised to state, “Reduced perr-capita rate an
nd severity of structure firess.”
C. Per-ca
apita rate of em
mergency med
dical services (EMS) calls reeduced.
The nu
umber of incid
dents that gen
nerated patient care reports (PCR) per 1,0
000 residents fell slightly fro
om
34.20
0 in fiscal year 2010 to 34.1
18 in fiscal yea
ar 2011. This iis consistent w
with the downw
ward trend of the
five-ye
ear period from
m fiscal year 2007
2
through fiscal
f
year 20 11 (37.16 to 3
34.18), a declline of 8%.
Figure
e 1.2 Incidentss with Patient Care Reports (PCRs) and Poopulation Com
mparison

D. Severity of specific EMS calls with
h measurable outcomes (e.gg., cardiac arrest) reduced.
To the
e extent that th
he severity of existing EMS calls
c
can be reeduced, that im
mpact will be best achieved
d
throug
gh improveme
ents in EMS pe
erformance. Siimilar to Outcoome A on pagee 31, the initia
al challenge iss to
establish baselines that can be trracked over tim
me in order too assess system
m performancce. During the last
year, changes
c
regarrding how card
diac-related da
ata (e.g., STEM
MI1) is tracked by Washingto
on County EMS
S
have resulted
r
in con
nsistent and detailed
d
perforrmance data foor the “door too balloon” time interval, whiich is
key to
o assisting effo
orts to measurre and provide
e care that is faast and effecttive.
Movin
ng forward, the
e focus of the outcome will be
b redirected ttoward key treeatment protocols that affecct
severiity, and will rea
ad, “Improved
d EMS perform
mance for key ttreatment systtems (e.g., carrdiac arrest, S
STEMI,
stroke
e, trauma, and
d respiratory distress).”
E.

Percentage of false alarms, inacccurate location
n, or inaccuratte situation fou
und calls redu
uced.
False automatic ala
arms were reduced by 12.8%
% in fiscal yea r 2011 as com
mpared to fiscal year 2010,
contin
nuing the down
nward trend off the five-year period from f iscal year 200
07 through fisccal year 2011,
which reflects a 25..5% decrease..

1

ST Segment Evaluation Myoccardial Infarction
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Figure
e1.3 Incidents with False Au
utomatic Alarm
ms – Commerccial and Resid
dential

Becau
use no standardized method
d for determining “inaccuratte situation found” calls is in
n place, this
outcome will be rew
worded to state
e, “Reduced th
he percentagee of false alarm
ms, inaccurate
e location, and
d
inaccu
urate dispatch
hed call types.”
S TOWARD 20
011 CALLS FOR
R ACTION
PROGRESS

1. Reducce response times through innovative resource deploym
ment, call stratification, stattion
reloca
ations/addition
ns, data techn
nologies, and other
o
strategiees.
The District continues to take purrposeful stepss to be consisteent with the in
ndustry standa
ards as outline
ed
within CFAI’s guidan
nce documenttation. The EM
MS and Operat ions Quality Im
mprovement (Q
QI) Committee
es
contin
nue to make re
ecommendatio
ons on placem
ment of alternaative responsee units to mee
et the response
e
perforrmance expecttations outline
ed in the Stand
dards of Coveerage documen
nt. As addresssed in the analysis
of targ
geted outcome
es above, TVF&R needs to regularly
r
evalu
uate total resp
ponse times to
o ensure that
baseline performance does not degrade.
Effortss to relocate Stations
S
68 an
nd 65 continue
e, consistent w
with improvingg overall respo
onse times. The
Districct initiated a new 24-hour Battalion Chief unit (C7) out oof Central Inteegrated Operations, housed at
Station 53, which has reduced re
esponse times for command
d officers throu
ughout the serrvice area.
2. Implement false ala
arm, inaccuratte location, and inaccurate ssituation found reduction sttrategies.
False alarm reductio
on programs have
h
been effe
ective, resultin
ng in a declinee in false alarm
ms of more tha
an
25% since
s
fiscal yea
ar 2007; this improvement
i
has been ach ieved in part tthrough teamw
work involving
Deputty Fire Marsha
als (DFMs) and
d personnel asssigned to the car units, as w
well as the Bo
oard of Directo
ors’
adoption of the 90-S
Second Verificcation Ordinan
nce for commeercial propertiees.
TVF&R
R worked with the Washingtton County Con
nsolidated Com
mmunicationss Agency (WCC
CCA/dispatch) to
expan
nd call triage protocols
p
to red
duce “inaccurate situation ffound” calls byy allowing disp
patchers to be
etter
identiffy the actual tyype and locatiion of the call and more acccurately deployy the right type
e of resource ffor
each call.
c TVF&R recommends further studies to
t determine tthe efficacy off this change.
It is im
mportant to no
ote that the Disstrict does nott have a stand
dardized method for measurring “inaccurate
locatio
on” or “inaccu
urate situation found” calls (which,
(
would be better term
med as “inaccu
urate dispatch
hed
call type”).
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Strategic Plan, continued
3. Expand District prevention efforts aimed at EMS and other non-fire events. This includes research of
innovative EMS prevention efforts, partnerships in the medical care field (including hospitals, county
health services, etc.), and increasing District resources focused on EMS and other non-fire incident
prevention.
The EMS Division has recently fostered a number of relationships geared toward better connecting
patients to the care they require.


On-scene support from mental health professionals for TVF&R crews has increased following a
collaborative planning process involving law enforcement, dispatch, hospitals, and mental health
providers that was focused on improving care for individuals with mental illness.



Educational and training efforts involving the District, Oregon’s Department of Human Services
(DHS), and several large senior care facilities have emphasized better triaging of true 9-1-1 calls
from those who would benefit from additional evaluation or non-emergent requests for assistance.
The number of calls from these facilities has decreased.



The District participated in the Washington County Multi-Discipline Team specific to developing
collaborative efforts to address solutions for identified citizens who have significant health or
welfare issues.



The District participated in efforts to transform Oregon’s healthcare approach, which will result in
a new community-based structure for patient care.

4. Develop and implement a station-based community risk–reduction model.
TVF&R’s community risk–reduction program is in the early stages of development. Initial steps included
research and development of the District’s vision, concept, and framework; first-due incident data; and
station risk analysis tools. Subsequent actions included appointment of a program manager, re-emphasis
of the DFM station liaison role, in-service briefings for Company Officers, beta testing with three pilot
stations, and Battalion Chief training.
TVF&R will highlight lessons learned from the pilot stations as part of the broader roll-out to the remaining
18 stations. The program has already recognized some successes with projects such as those at
Summerfield (smoke alarms), Valley Catholic Middle School (hands-only CPR), Wilsonville retirement
centers (patient care), and at the newly developed Knoll apartment complex (building access and
prevention).
5. Update the Standards of Coverage document, drawing on information and insights gained during the
recent re-accreditation process.
As described in Outcome A, the Standards of Coverage document was completely updated and adopted by
the Board of Directors at its August 2011 meeting.
6. Improve the quality of fire report writing, data collection, and QI review consistent with the standards
achieved for EMS.
The Operations QI team established a Process Action Team that began working on this issue in fall 2011.
Progress is anticipated going forward.
7. Support efforts to require or encourage installation of residential sprinkler systems.
Efforts toward this call for action continue. However, with the downturn in the economy, there are few new
homes being built. The State of Oregon amended the International Residential Code to remove the
provision for mandatory residential sprinklers, which means that persuading builders to install sprinklers in
homes will require alternate approaches.
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Strategic Plan, continued
CHALLENGES
Forecasts suggest that slowing of the District’s historic revenue growth rate will continue. Leadership will be
challenged to constrain costs and still provide the high level of performance typical of TVF&R.
The District is in the process of rebuilding and relocating several fire stations, which may adversely affect
response performance temporarily.
The State of Oregon continues to suffer from a significant and long-term budget shortfall, which has historically
resulted in more people using the 9-1-1 safety net as state services are cut in the areas of senior services,
healthcare, mental health, and other critical human services. Regional dispatch systems are underfunded and
experiencing end-of-life issues with critical hardware and software, which could have a significant impact on
District operations.
OPPORTUNITIES
Continued relocation of fire stations should help reduce or maintain response times, thereby reducing the
severity of EMS and fire incidents in those areas. The continued implementation of station-based risk reduction
efforts will provide opportunities to further reduce the number and severity of emergency incidents. A proposed
comprehensive overhaul of Oregon’s healthcare system may provide opportunities to positively affect
emergency medical care and new options for response, diagnosis, and treatment of EMS patients.
To better inform and understand issues around incident severity, the District would benefit from efforts to
improve the quality of fire reporting, retrieve information from dispatcher comments, and glean information
available from insurance claims and hospital patient outcome data.
THE 2012 CALL FOR ACTION
To advance action toward this goal, leadership calls for strategies to:
1. Reduce response times through innovative resource deployment, call stratification, station
relocations/additions, data technologies, and other strategies.
2. Develop metrics for “inaccurate location” and “inaccurate dispatched call type” calls.
3. Expand prevention efforts aimed at EMS and other non-fire events. This includes research on innovative
EMS prevention efforts, partnerships in the medical care field (including hospitals, county health services,
etc.), and increasing District resources focused on EMS and other non-fire incident prevention.
4. Develop community risk–reduction efforts; communicate outcomes internally to personnel and externally
to the community and key leaders.
5. Improve the quality of fire report writing, data collection, and QI review consistent with the standards
achieved for EMS.
6. Support efforts to require or encourage installation of residential sprinkler systems.
7. Educate personnel on significant changes within the Standards of Coverage, including data
collection/analysis, elements of response performance, and other recommended changes in procedures.
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Goal II:

Increase the
t communityy’s participatio
on in their safeety and preparedness, and
knowledge
e and supportt of the Districtt’s services.

ANALYSIS OF TARGETED
D OUTCOMES
A.

Tren
nd

Bettter

Percentage of individuals who participate in fire
e and life-safeety prevention activities incrreased.
Event data indicatess over 62,000
0 people, or ap
pproximately 1
14% of the serrvice area pop
pulation,
participated in a Disstrict fire and life-safety activity in fiscal yeear 2011. Thee District particcipated in 712
2
safetyy events, an increase of 42%
% over the prio
or year. The fo llowing educattional activitie
es targeted at--risk
popula
ations, reachin
ng approximattely 2,000 peo
ople:

Rent Well tenant
t
educatiion program (h
high-risk renteers)

Safety Kidss Day at the Zo
oo (Head Startt)

Senior safe
ety events

Safety even
nts at targeted
d/at-risk aparttments

Somali Fam
mily Fire Safetyy program
In add
dition to provid
ding a forum fo
or safety educcation, these aactivities increased commun
nity contact. Based
on a fall 2011 publiic attitude survey, communiity contact possitively influen
nces public perception of TV
VF&R’s
perforrmance as sho
own in Figure 2.1.
2
Figure
e 2.1 Effect off Contact with TVF&R on Pub
blic Perception
n

Ca
ampbell & DeLong
g Public Attitude Survey; 2011

B. Prevention program
ms with a demo
onstrated posiitive impact on
n the rate and
d severity of em
mergency incid
dents
for tarrgeted at-risk populations
p
in
ncreased.
Multi-F
Family Housin
ng Fire Reducttion Program: DFMs continu
ue to inspect a
all multi-familyy occupancies and
work with
w landlords and property managers on fire and life-saafety code vioolations. Of the
e 649 multi-family
dwellings in the occcupancy datab
base, an estimated 30% havve sent managgers or mainte
enance staff to
o the
Multi-Family Housin
ng Fire Reduction landlord trraining. This p ercentage rem
mains virtuallyy unchanged over
the pa
ast six years. Of
O the 153 com
mplexes that have
h
attended
d a training sesssion, less tha
an 2% have
experiienced a signifficant fire, while slightly ove
er 10% of the 4
496 complexees that have
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not atttended the tra
aining have exxperienced a significant
s
fire.. (“Significant”” is described as resulting in
n fire
death and/or severe injury, havin
ng multiple alarms or a num ber of residen
nts affected, and resulting in
n
financcial loss.)
Assistted Living Faciilities: Efforts over
o
the past two
t years to eeducate and coollaborate with
h a large assissted
living facility continu
ue to positivelyy affect the facility’s emergeency call volum
me and patien
nt care. TVF&R
R met
with staff from the institution and
d provided them with educattion about thee facility’s elevvated 9-1-1 call
volum
me and number of non-emerggency responsses and helpe d them identiffy issues with their at-risk
popula
ations. Subseq
quent interven
ntions implemented by the ffacility resulteed in improvem
ments in staff
resources and patie
ent care practiices, as well ass a significantt reduction in ttheir EMS and
d good intent
(assist) call volume.. Lessons learrned from this outreach are being applied
d to other senio
or care facilitie
es in
the District.
Table 2.1 Incident Response
R
to a single Assiste
ed Living Facillity
Situatio
on Found
Incidentt Type
Fire, Explosion
Overpre
essure
EMS/Re
escue Call
Hazardo
ous Condition
Service Call
Good In
ntent Call
False Call
Total

FFiscal Year
200
07
136
1
6
144
1
10
296
2

2008
3
1
170
9
162
24
369

2009
277
1
7
101
21
407

2
2010
2
168
1
9
66
15
261

2011
1
1
8
85
1
2
20
1
10
11
17

C. Percentage of adultts who can ide
entify TVF&R as their servicee provider and
d its role in the
e community
maintained or incre
eased.
Publicc attitude research conducte
ed in 2011 explored public aawareness of TVF&R as welll as its role an
nd
standing in the com
mmunity. When
n asked which agency respoonds to fire calls in your area, 75% of survvey
participants indicate
ed “TVF&R” orr some form of
o “Tualatin Va lley Fire & Resscue.” This rem
mained uncha
anged
from 2004,
2
2006, and
a 2008 survveys.
Figure 2.2
2 Public Aware
eness of TVF&R
R’s Fire Respo
onse Role

Ca
ampbell & DeLong
g Public Attitude Survey; 2011
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When survey particiipants were assked which ag
gencies are moost responsiblle for emergen
ncy prevention
n,
65% indicated “TVF
F&R” or some form
f
of “Tuala
atin Valley Firee & Rescue.” W
When participa
ants were aske
ed

which agencies are most responssible for prepa
aredness in yoour area , 47%
% said “TVF&R” or some form
m of
“Tuala
atin Valley Fire
e & Rescue.”
Figure
e 2.3 Public Aw
wareness of TV
VF&R’s Preven
ntion/Prepareedness Role

Ca
ampbell & DeLong
g Public Attitude Survey; 2011

Recog
gnition of TVF&
&R’s EMS role shows a troub
bling multi-yeaar declining treend, with a dro
op to 53% in ffiscal
year 2011.
2

Figure
e 2.4 Public Aw
wareness of TV
VF&R’s EMS Role
R
(2011)

Ca
ampbell & DeLong
g Public Attitude Survey; 2011



Measured for the first time in
i fiscal year 2011.
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Strategic Plan, continued
D. Percentage of individuals who participate in TVF&R’s electronic media increased.
The percentage of individuals participating in TVF&R’s social media grew for all platforms. Since its
implementation in July 2010, followers of the TVF&R Facebook site have almost doubled from 770 to
1,392. The number of followers of the Twitter site grew from 579 to 1,088. Viewership of the videos on
TVF&R’s YouTube site grew from 116 to 196 subscribers over the past year (67% increase). In addition,
those videos have been uploaded a total of 81,573 times (90% increase over 2010). Averaging almost
7,000 visits a quarter, blog.tvfr.com had 24,000 visits in 2010 and already had 20,122 visits by end of
the third quarter of 2011. The percentage of direct traffic to the blog has increased from 26% to 34%, and
referred traffic from TVF&R’s social sites (i.e., Facebook and Twitter) and other websites increased from
21% to 54%. These metrics indicated that visitors are familiar with and purposefully visiting TVF&R’s blog.
While the 2011 public attitude survey found that only five percent of respondents relied on social media as
a source for information about TVF&R, it is important to note that local media outlets are active consumers
of the District’s Twitter, blog, and Facebook platforms.
PROGRESS TOWARD 2011 CALLS FOR ACTION
1. Use Integrated Operations and station-centric data analysis to further define and implement strategic
prevention and preparedness programs for targeted, at-risk populations.
Although still in its infancy, the District’s new community risk–reduction program is expected to further
define and implement strategic prevention and preparedness programs within first-due areas. Examples of
projects in progress or completed include working with assisted care facilities on call validation and
potential targeted call type reduction, senior fall prevention, rural addressing outreach and education, and
a smoke alarm replacement campaign. Continued improvement of station-based incident reports for data
analysis, educational outreach action plans, and related tools will help to measure the community’s
participation in safety and preparedness.
2. Increase the percentage of TVF&R apartment communities that participate in the Multi-Family Housing Fire
Reduction Program.
In spite of current activities, the percentage of TVF&R apartment communities that have not attended a
training session remained unchanged at 70% (496 complexes). Recruitment activities included
distribution of program flyers during every inspection, dissemination of a monthly invited eNewsletter,
placement of articles and advertising in various rental and housing publications, and provision of speakers
at regional property management forums. The following targeted strategies are being evaluated and/or
implemented for 2012:


Working with station officers, DFMs, and Public Affairs Officers to identify and strategize about
how to recruit apartment communities that have not attended the training.



Partnering with Washington County to require landlord training participation for managers of
affordable housing units owned and operated by Washington County or local non-profits enrolled
in the requested property tax deferral program.



Identifying and engaging with major property insurers of multi-family occupancies with the intent
of motivating them to require landlord participation in the training.



Developing criteria for a Meritorious Award that acknowledges landlords/property managers who
have taken significant actions to ensure a safe community.



Having a presence in the form of a display booth and table sponsorship at the Metro Multi-Family
Housing Association Annual Banquet in May and Spectrum Trade Show in September 2012.
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Strategiic Plan, continu
ued
3. Utilize
e community attitude
a
researrch to better understand thee opinions and
d priorities of rresidents, theiir
aware
eness and sup
pport for curren
nt and proposed District proograms, and th
heir own prepa
aredness for
emerg
gencies.
The pu
ublic attitude survey
s
of fall 2011
2
asked participants to rate a list of p
performance vvalues and me
easure
TVF&R
R in those area
as (Figure 2.5). Consistent with
w responsess in the 2004 and 2008 surveys, the
participants rated “ffast fire and medical
m
respon
nse,” “known ffor profession
nalism,” and “d
demonstrates good
publicc service” as having the high
hest value. Con
nversely, the rratings for “effficient use of ttax dollars” an
nd
“keep
ps promises to voters” slippe
ed slightly. Alth
hough this deccline could be attributed to the public’s
growin
ng cynicism to
oward governm
ment overall, itt is a critical reeminder that TTVF&R must co
ontinue to highlight
its ste
ewardship of th
he taxpayers’ investment.
Figure
e 2.5 Attribute
es of a Fire/EM
MS Agency Vallued by the Coommunity

Ca
ampbell & DeLong
g Public Attitude Survey; 2011

In the same survey, participants indicated that the following statements crreated a favorrable impression of
TVF&R
R:


The Districtt deploys speccialty rescue te
eams



TVF&R’s job is to preventt, prepare, and
d respond



TVF&R’s prreparedness efforts
e
include preparing its ffacilities and rresponders an
nd increasing
communityy preparednesss.

It is im
mportant to no
ote that, relativve to prepared
dness, a signifficant percenta
age of survey respondents h
had
an unrealistic expecctation of postt-disaster resp
ponse time (un
nder one hour:: 41%; within sseveral hours::
21%). TVF&R must develop and disseminate
d
sttrategic messaages that educcate the comm
munity about
realisttic post-disaster response and motivate th
hem to preparre to help them
mselves and their neighborss.
Participants continu
ue to rate theirr own prepare
edness as high
h and report th
hat their weakest preparedn
ness
effortss include know
wing what to do when smoke
e alarms activvate in the mid
ddle of the nigght, having a th
hreeday su
upply of water, and having a plan to reunite family if sepparated.
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Strategic Plan, continued
4. Ensure proactive outreach for District initiatives and programs that may generate strong public opinions.
Residential Sprinkler Systems: The Side-by-Side Home Fire Sprinkler Demonstration Burn exposed the
benefits of home sprinkler systems to 150 middle school students directly and to their parents through
take-home materials. A video of the live demonstration on TVF&R’s YouTube site, which was promoted in
the take-home materials, was viewed 1,393 times between May and November 2011. In addition, four
residential sprinkler billboard ads (underwritten by the National Fire Protection Association and the Home
Sprinkler Coalition) were viewed by approximately 155,400 motorists, approximately 3.2 times each, over
the month-long display periods.
Capital Improvement Projects: Recognizing that it is fortunate to have capital bond funding to rebuild fire
stations and the Command and Business Operations Center, TVF&R has been sensitive to the perception
of excessive spending in an economic downturn. For the first time, TVF&R experienced opposition from
individual citizens on plans to locate new fire stations within specific neighborhoods. TVF&R increased
purposeful messaging around active capital improvement projects. The District created fact sheets and
briefings to prepare employees to speak publicly on the bond projects, made available a capital bond
report card on TVF&R’s website and in the Safety Matters newsletter, and uploaded a video showcasing
TVF&R’s neighborhood fire stations to the District’s YouTube site.
CHALLENGES
Resources and Focus: While the responsibility for conducting community outreach efforts was expanded to
more workgroups, coordinating and supporting these outreach efforts still proves challenging as all involved
must juggle conflicting priorities in their assigned job functions and/or duties. Often emergency responses,
inspections, and general workload interfere with or take priority over scheduled planning meetings and
outreach activities, which stalls progress and limits opportunities. As a result, most community events are still
scheduled in a reactive rather than proactive manner, and participation in most community events is often on
an “if we can make it” or “if we find staffing” basis.
Competing demands not only limit options for community interaction, but also affect TVF&R’s ability to develop
comprehensive, targeted, and sustained educational outreach programs and campaigns in a short period of
time. Stakeholders must form and communicate realistic expectations about the amount of time, resources,
and focus needed to develop, implement, and manage new programs when the goal is to reach targeted
populations with measurable interventions. To do this well, in some cases, a slower and more purposeful
process will be appropriate to ensure that the District applies the right amount of focus.
EMS Role: In spite of a concerted communications effort to increase awareness of the District’s role in EMS,
research indicates a declining trend in community awareness. This is especially problematic in that 80% of the
District’s business relates to EMS.
Social Media: While the number of followers of TVF&R’s social media platforms continues to increase, it is
difficult to ascertain the percentage of followers who reside in the District’s service area, given the available
metrics. Staff must continue to seek ways to reach target audiences (e.g., taxpayers, at-risk populations,
targeted demographics). Staff must also look for other communication vehicles to reach desired followers.
OPPORTUNITIES
In general, TVF&R should improve its use of the tools available internally and through partner agencies (e.g.,
GIS, surveys, demographic data) to help target risk areas. Also, the District should expand the use of teachable
moments to reinforce key speaking points.
S.K.I.D.: The Stop Kids from Intoxicated Driving program was renamed as Stop Kids from Impaired Driving in an
effort to highlighting a multitude of unsafe driving behaviors, including texting and other distractions. TVF&R is
exploring a year-long radio campaign with Clear Channel.
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Strategic Plan, continued
Hands-Only CPR Awareness: Through a partnership with Valley Catholic Middle School and the American Heart
Association (AHA), TVF&R provided 125 CPR-trained students with a Friends & Family CPR Anytime kit to teach
Hands-Only CPR to five friends or family members. Those students were expected to have collectively taught
Hands-Only CPR to over 625 individuals before the end of 2011. This program is the first of its kind in Oregon,
and the District desires to replicate it in additional middle schools in 2012, as resources allow. TVF&R is also
considering implementing a smart-phone application that notifies CPR-trained individuals when a cardiac call is
occurring nearby.
Emergency Preparedness: In 2011, the dispatch center enhanced its community notification (public alert)
system to include the option of sending a cell phone, email, or text message to individuals affected by, or in
danger of being affected by an emergency. TVF&R will be assisting in a public awareness campaign that
encourages the public to sign up for public alerts. In addition, TVF&R will have a role in developing a work plan
for a coordinated campaign focused on the importance of self-reliance in the early hours and days following a
disaster.
THE 2012 CALL FOR ACTION
To advance action toward this goal, leadership calls for strategies to:
1. Use Integrated Operations and station-based data analysis to further define and implement strategic
prevention and preparedness programs for targeted, at-risk populations.
2. Increase the percentage of TVF&R apartment communities that participate in the Multi-Family House Fire
Reduction Program.
3. Utilize community attitude research to better understand the opinions and priorities of residents, their
awareness and support for current proposed District programs, and their own preparedness for
emergencies.
4. Ensure proactive outreach for District initiatives and programs that may generate strong public opinions.
5. Implement strategies to strengthen awareness of TVF&R’s role in emergency medical services.

Goal III: Enhance preparedness for catastrophic and unforeseen events.

ANALYSIS OF TARGETED OUTCOMES
A.

Trend

No Change

District’s ability to prepare for, respond to, and recover from major emergencies and catastrophic events
improved.
The new Fire Operations Center (FOC) adds capability and capacity; more can be done with fewer staff and
situational awareness tools allow enhanced interagency information-sharing. Organizational preparedness
is reinforced repeatedly from the executive level, and while it doesn’t always filter down, there seems to be
a greater sense that it is an organizational priority. However, numerous examples indicate that there is far
less awareness of roles, responsibilities, and in-house resources at every level. The greatest challenge at
this point is in assessment.
There is a need to develop and implement a strategy for meaningful self-evaluation that would also make
sense to an outside observer. Such a method would incorporate after-action reports for exercises and real
incidents, and assess the District’s performance against its organizational corrective action plans. This
could also suggest options for regular assessment; the current model of exercise design and participation
meets some needs but may not be the most effective method. This is primarily an emergency
management practice issue as opposed to an organizational deficit.
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Strategic Plan, continued
Moving forward, the wording of this outcome will be revised to read, “Improved the District’s ability to
respond to and recover from major emergencies and catastrophic events.”
B. District’s structural and non-structural seismic mitigation status measurably and sustainably enhanced.
The 2006 capital bond measure included funding for seismic improvements to stations 64, 62, 69, 52,
and 51. Work is in progress on these projects during fiscal year 2012 and will continue over two years. In
addition to upgrades of the fire stations, the fleet building in Aloha needs seismic reinforcement. A state
grant proposal was turned down in in fiscal year 2011, so other resources are being considered. Grant
funding for additional station upgrades is being researched and evaluated. On a smaller scale, efforts to
secure equipment and furnishings continue (e.g., workstations, water heaters, bookshelves, vending
machines, computer monitors, etc.). A continuation of seismic assessment and upgrades will be part of an
ongoing process to ensure code compliance as well as the safety for District employees.
C. Regional emergency management capabilities enhanced as the result of training and challenging
exercises that foster competency among regional partners, particularly District cities and counties.
Much of this outcome depends on factors beyond District control. Any attempt at a regional or just a multiagency exercise is a trade-off between greater interaction and learning and sacrificing control over
exercise length, content, and quality. That does not mean it should not be done, but it is not always winwin. The District has put substantial effort and resources into this for more than a decade, with limited
return on investment. Any additional gains, if possible, will likely require disproportionate District
investment. The newly implemented Emergency Operations Center (EOC) Planning and Operations courses
represent a positive and much-needed development, but even there the District is faced with a very small
instructor pool. Regional efforts present a mixed bag: substantial resources are going into a regional
preparedness organization that has no response role, and Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) funding for
the region may be in its last year.
A nascent Regional Logistics Support Team program may help bring in consistency and assistance in
regional resource ordering, and the regional health preparedness organization continues to lead the way in
developing a regional Multi-Agency Coordination Group.
Moving forward, the wording of this outcome will be revised to read, “Fostered enhancement of regional
emergency management capabilities.”
PROGRESS TOWARD 2011 CALLS FOR ACTION
1. Foster collaborative efforts with interagency and intergovernmental partners to effectively prepare for and
manage major emergencies and catastrophic events.
The Washington County Office of Consolidated Emergency Management (OCEM) staff and the newly
reconstituted OCEM Executive Committee are completing a strategic planning process intended to clarify
OCEM roles and goals. In 2011, the first countywide exercise with most agencies playing at the same time
and level occurred since 2006. The five-county, UASI-based Regional Logistics Support Program is
underway, with initial and follow-up training and team assembly complete. This has also helped move the
District toward more regional resource-ordering protocols in disasters.
2. Establish a District emergency disaster recovery plan for critical data and support operations.
The move into CBOC has provided greater capability in this area; the eventual move to TVF&R’s new South
Operating Center (SOC) will substantially augment redundancy and the security of primary and secondary
sites. The continued development of MUNIS means fewer disparate and obsolete systems for which to
manage data. The District has initiated a records management process that, if fully developed, will address
additional aspects of critical data management.
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Strategic Plan, continued
3. Fully develop division business continuity plans to guide operations and administrative decisions during
major emergencies and catastrophic events.
Division-level continuity plans are dependent on division managers, but there is a need for a holistic,
systematic approach. The first Fire Chief’s Office (FCO) tabletop exercise was held in November in an
attempt to generate awareness and start building decision-support expectations and capability. Moving
forward, it could be a valuable tool that could ultimately serve Division Managers as well. It will require a
consistent level of activity and commitment to follow-through, as well as consistent direction at all levels of
the organization.
4. Maximize District preparedness and response, and coordination with interagency and intergovernmental
partners through integration of the three operating centers, including a new South BHQ/backup FOC.
This is clearly a work in progress, as efforts continue to firm up definitions on how best to take advantage
of the three-center structure in relation to the cities in the service area. The District has been able to
engage several cities via Integrated Operations, Emergency Management, Incident Management Teams
(IMTs), and joint Board of Directors meetings, but there is little in this that has changed with more
operating centers other than more and different personnel. It is also not clear whether this in fact is a
needed or valid approach. Until the new SOC/South Battalion Headquarters (SBHQ) is complete, there
likely will not be another BHQ-based major exercise. This is due to the combination of learning how best to
use the new FOC in CBOC, and the fact that the effort required for a major BHQ-based exercise would not
be justified until the new SBHQ is available (the limitations of the temporary SBHQ are known and it would
not achieve a major need).
5. Implement and enhance EOC function-specific Incident Command System training within the District and
with partners to promote position competency.
Courses in Operations and Planning were completed and rolled out this year, with a full Operations class
offered just before the May 2011 exercise. Several Operations and Planning classes were offered this fall.
As intended, the courses foster interdisciplinary and interagency training but also offer training tools to
individual agencies (a one-day FOC Planning Function course in October drew 18 people and will be
offered at least annually in the future). The Operations class should build comfort and competence among
District staff that may end up filling a Fire Branch Director role in a city or county EOC. The greatest
remaining challenge is building a qualified instructor pool.
CHALLENGES
District preparedness is an ongoing process that can never actually reach a conclusion, although it can achieve
specific objectives. An ongoing process requires ongoing commitment and engagement at every level. As in any
organization, executive commitment is indispensable, and appears to be firm, but division-level engagement
continues to be highly variable.
The entire region is hampered by the fact that true disasters here are rare and come without warning. Many
“best practices” in emergency preparedness are based on hazard domains with greater frequency and with
enough warning to mobilize and take action (e.g., “Hurricane Alley”). Maintaining a sense of awareness in the
public and the District’s staff is challenging; generating action is even more difficult, as it requires the
combination of recognizing the hazard, believing that one is vulnerable to it, believing that there are
manageable actions that can reduce the vulnerability, and then actually taking those actions. None of this is
unique to any one agency and much of it is common to the human race, with the added challenge of extended,
harsh, economic constraints for much of the public.
Economic and political pressure are leading most cities and counties to either cut back or hold a thin line; only
one city in the service area has at least 1.0 FTE in emergency management, and one more with 0.5, and even
in those cities’ progress has been limited. It is difficult to effectively measure progress among multiple
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Strategic Plan, continued
agencies on an annual basis when progress is slow or varied. The number of joint District/city events can be
considered (e.g., training, small drills, large exercises), but that’s only part of the equation and it is even
tougher to measure preparedness for an external agency.
OPPORTUNITIES
For OCEM and other regional emergency preparedness organizations, there is a need for District leadership to
advocate for the development of performance benchmarks. The OCEM strategic planning process may bring
focus to that organization, but ultimately that will depend on the executives making it a high priority for their
respective organizations, and holding each other accountable as well. The new EOC classes offer not just longdesired training for all, but the material for more thorough training within TVF&R.
The District’s role with the Washington and Clackamas County Fire Defense Boards provides an opportunity to
advocate for updating and testing of agency fire resources plans, as well as incorporation into their county
Emergency Operations Plans.
CBOC’s Fire Operations Center (FOC) requires far fewer people to set up and operate than did the FOC in Aloha,
furthering the concept of each operating center using its day staff as its primary FOC/BHQ staffing pool. The
combination of newer technology in the FOC and substantial effort by Communications staff allows for
recurrent radio training (long identified as a priority) to be incorporated with new-employee training without
having to add contact-hours or separate scheduling.
The effects of the March 2011 Japanese earthquake and tsunami clearly gained the attention of staff, the
general public, and city and corporate leaders, allowing opportunities to influence those organizations’
decisions and support emergency preparedness improvements with strategic use of District resources (e.g.,
IMTs, tabletop exercises, direct consultation). This has been particularly noticeable with the District’s privatesector partners (e.g., Providence hospitals (particularly St. Vincent’s), Legacy Health Systems, Nike, and several
assisted/independent living facilities).
THE 2012 CALL FOR ACTION
To advance action toward this goal, leadership calls for strategies to:
1. Advocate for the development of performance benchmarks for regional emergency management
organizations in which the District serves as a major participant.
2. Advocate with the Washington and Clackamas County Fire Defense Boards to take the lead on updating
and testing their fire resource management plans, in cooperation with their respective emergency
management offices, and to incorporate them into their county Emergency Operation Plans.
3. Develop comprehensive District continuity of operations capability, including a disaster recovery plan
and division-level business continuity plans.
4. Improve emergency preparedness and response coordination through integration of the three operating
centers with interagency and intergovernmental partners.
5. Establish a consistent method for evaluating the District’s ability to respond to and recover as an
organization from major emergencies and catastrophic events.
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Goal IV: Foster
F
an environment cond
ducive to the safety
s
and heaalth of all mem
mbers.

ANALYSIS OF TARGETED
D OUTCOMES
A.

Trend
d

No Change

The nu
umber and severity of on-the-job illnessess and injuries experienced eeach year redu
uced.
The District’s “exten
nded leave” de
esignation for on-the-job inju
uries typically applies to line
e individuals w
who
miss three
t
or more shifts. The number of new extended
e
leav e on-the-job in
njuries droppe
ed from 34 in ffiscal
year 2010
2
to 27 in fiscal year 2011, a 19% red
duction.
The nu
umber of shiftts missed incre
eased from 38
84 in fiscal yeaar 2010 to 59
92 in fiscal yea
ar 2011, a 54%
increa
ase. Because a seriously inju
ured firefighte
er might miss m
more than 100
0 shifts in a ye
ear, this data sset is
sensittive to the imp
pact of a small number of em
mployees. A reeview of the 20
010 and 2011
1 cases found an
increa
ase in the num
mber of employyees missing 30
3 or more sh ifts (3 in 2010
0 vs. 8 in 2011) and a decre
ease
in thosse missing nin
ne or fewer shifts (20 in 201
10 vs. 8 in 201
11).
Figure
e 4.1 Extended
d Leave Injurie
es and Shifts Missed
M
Compaarison

B. The nu
umber of mem
mbers who und
derstand and participate in the District’s health and fitn
ness programss
maintained or incre
eased.
Line personnel
p
main
ntained 100%
% compliance with
w the mand
dated wellnesss initiative requ
uirements spe
ecific
to pre-physicals and
d physicals. Th
he annual Wellness Survey h
has shown a ssteady increasse in line employees
who exercise
e
during
g all shifts, with an increase from 27% in 2
2004 to 62% in 2010. Findings also indiccated
participation in aero
obic activity th
hree or more times/week inccreased to 76%, up from 55
5% in 2000.
Participation in resisstance training three or more times/weekk also increased to 47%, up
p from 32% in
2000.. Participation in flexibility trraining three or
o more times//week increassed 4.5% from 2000, and
remains a training priority
p
for the Wellness Division.
While the District ha
as increased wellness
w
offeriings and oppoortunities for n
non-line emplo
oyees, specific
metriccs regarding participation an
nd fitness, sim
milar to those ffor line person
nnel, need to b
be established
d and
tracke
ed to provide better
b
measurement from ye
ear to year. A vvoluntary wellness survey (4
43 of 126 non
n-line
emplo
oyees participa
ated) found that 91% of respondents partticipated in a D
District wellne
ess initiative, a
and
89% agreed
a
that ha
aving dedicate
ed Wellness pe
ersonnel assiggned to the woork site increassed their
participation. Many of those responding cited in
ncreased partticipation both
h on and off the job.
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Strate
tegic Pla
an, conttinued
Movin
ng forward, thiss outcome will read, “The pe
ercentage of ppersonnel whoo understand a
and participate in
the District’s health and fitness programs
p
main
ntained or incrreased.”
C. Aware
eness of and active
a
involvem
ment in the Disstrict’s safety programs maiintained or inccreased.
All fed
deral, state, loccal, and intern
nal safety man
ndates were m
met with 100%
% compliance, including the
mandatory respirato
ory protection program, ann
nual individual mandatory coompliance traiining, and Ore
egonOSHA quarterly site self-inspectio
ons. The Safetyy Committee rreceived training to better understand the
e site
inspecctions processs and plans to develop a rela
ated job-aid too assist station
n captains thrrough future
inspecctions. The site
e inspection fo
orms were transitioned from
m static docum
ments to a dattabase linked tto the
MUNIS
S work order system.
s
This new record kee
eping system w
will allow TVF&
&R to leverage
e data and rep
port on
length
h of time from violation throu
ugh remedy, costs
c
associateed with correcctions, trend id
dentification, e
etc.
As parrt of the Respiiratory Protecttion Program, aging
a
SCBA eqquipment wass replaced, two
o new rehabilittation
units were
w
deployed
d with new on--board air com
mpressors, new
w air compresssors were add
ded to the Disttrict’s
two co
ompressor roo
oms, a Respira
atory Protectio
on Administratoor was identified, and a ded
dicated Respirratory
and Emergency Equ
uipment Techn
nician was hire
ed. Fire invest igators were ooutfitted with n
new personal
protecctive equipment (PPE), breathing apparatus, and other safety equipm
ment. A new firre investigation
vehicle was deploye
ed featuring se
eparate compa
artments for ccontaminated clothing, PPE,, water supply,
covere
ed seating, etcc.
In con
njunction with Safety Week (July
(
2011), alll line crews paarticipated in a case study rreview of rehab and
uced
mayda
ay communica
ations protocols. Safety Wee
ek activities ai med at genera
al personnel, initially introdu
in 201
10, included an
a optional drivvers’ training class
c
and sim ulator in 2011
1. While this re
epresents an
increa
ase in Safety Week
W
opportun
nities for gene
eral personnel,, there remain
ns room for improvement in
participation.
To shift focus towarrd improving safety trends and
a away from simply trackin
ng participatio
on in safety
progra
ams, moving fo
orward this ou
utcome will be
e reworded to rread, “Workpla
ace safety trends improved. “
D. The nu
umber of mem
mbers who und
derstand and participate in their own exteernal financiall benefit progrrams
maintained or incre
eased.
While no substantia
al change occu
urred in the pe
ercentage of eemployees whoo participate in
n the 457 deferred
compe
ensation program (Figure 4..2), the percen
ntage remainss high.
Figure
e 4.2 Employee 457 Plan Pa
articipation
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S
Strategiic Plan, continu
ued
The District’s
D
plan participation
p
rate
r
is significcantly higher tthan the natioonal average o
of 22%, as rep
ported
for 20
010 by the Na
ational Associiation of Gove
ernment Defin
ned Contributiion Administra
ators (Schneyyer, F.,
April 2011, NAG
GDCA Offerss Statistical Snapshot of Governm
ment Plans. Retrieved from
http://
//www.PLANSP
PONSOR.com..)
Movin
ng forward, thiss outcome will read, “The pe
ercentage of ppersonnel whoo understand a
and participate in
their own
o financial benefit
b
programs maintaine
ed or increased
d.”
PROGRESS
S TOWARD 20
011 CALLS FOR
R ACTION
elines that me
easure on-the-j-job injuries, time lost due to
o injury, illnesss, and
1. Monitor recently-esttablished base
dentify trends in types and sseverity of inju
uries for all me
embers.
recruitt firefighter injjury data, to id
Along with the toolss depicted abo
ove, the impacts of extended
d leave (e.g., ttime lost, number of claims, cost
to Disttrict, etc.), are
e being tracked
d by week and
d type with thee tool below. A
Additional data
a collection too
ols,
includ
ding those thatt address less severe injury and stratify in
njury data by the type of activity, are yet to
o be
develo
oped as discusssed in “Challenges” below..
Figure
e 4.3 Extended
d Leave Countt by Fiscal Wee
ek, Fiscal Yea r 2011 (Excerrpt)

A Safe
ety Committee
e Project Action
n Team is task
ked with review
wing injuries a
associated witth the Fire Crittical
Skills Program. Amo
ong other facto
ors, they will consider
c
the orrigin and valid
dity of individual drills, indusstry
research, biomecha
anics, ergonom
mics, and any other
o
human ffactors. Key too their efforts will be addresssing
if accu
uracy is being traded for spe
eed.
2. Educa
ate personnel on fitness and
d nutrition, which appear to be having a p
positive effect on body
compo
osition, blood pressure, partticipation, and
d overall fitnesss.
Wellne
ess staff addressed all work
k groups, inclu
uding career and volunteer rrecruit academ
mies, on a variiety of
wellne
ess-related the
emes such as fitness, nutrition, injury pre vention, and b
blood pressure
e/cholesterol
check
ks. For example
e, staff hosted
d a “Fitness Fo
orum” prior to each academ
my exposing recruits to warm
m-up
techniques, modera
ate-high intenssity interval tra
aining, nutritioonal strategiess, current fitne
ess status, and
d
physiccal and emotio
onal expectatio
ons.
During
g the reporting
g period, a Pee
er Fitness Traiiner (PFT) on ttemporary asssignment to the
e Wellness
Progra
am was tasked
d with increasing knowledge
e and participaation among n
non-line personnel. The focu
us
was both fitness acttivities and nu
utritional education. Findings
gs of the previoously mentioned follow-up ssurvey
of non
n-line personnel found that 74%
7
of respon
ndents reporteed a positive cchange in nutrritional habits.
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Strategic Plan, continued
3. Actively encourage utilization of on-site workout facilities.
Outreach to line personnel to encourage on-site workouts included fitness challenges, items in the monthly
wellness newsletters, and “hot topics” information sent out by the Wellness staff. Over the course of the
year, PFTs also offered a wide range of fitness opportunities for non-line personnel. Examples include:
leading aerobics, yoga, and core strengthening classes; exercise equipment instruction; disseminating
“workout of the day” routines; and meeting with individuals, groups, and managers to encourage use of
the workout facilities. Based on survey data showing that PFT involvement increased wellness activity, a
PFT resource has been assigned to each administrative facility.
Improvements to the standardized list of exercise equipment were finalized with the intent of ensuring a
broader complement of quality equipment as an incentive for employees to utilize the facilities.
4. Establish baselines for measuring illness for line personnel and non-line personnel (separately) to
determine whether increased participation in the Wellness Program has an effect on time loss for illness.
Despite efforts, no significant progress toward this action item has been made, as no effective method
could be identified to establish a correlation between Wellness program participation and time loss due to
illness. Additional work needs to be done to define illness and narrow down what can and should be
tracked to validate the effectiveness of the District’s Wellness program. Annual surveys on program
participation provide only a partial view at this time and can be subjective due to self-reporting.
Moving forward, the District would be better served to refocus this action item on tracking known health
baselines that are widely validated to have a positive impact on illness/time loss (e.g., blood pressure,
cholesterol, blood glucose, weight management, vaccinations, and annual physicals).
5. Work collaboratively with partner agencies to share and evaluate injury data to identify causes of injury
and target evidence-based solutions.
Staff attended preliminary meetings with Clackamas County Fire District #1 (CCFD #1) relative to
discussing potential collaborative efforts and injury data comparison. TVF&R has shared injury data and
CCFD#1 is working with TVF&R to standardize their data points before sharing their data. When the data is
available for direct comparison, the intent is to evaluate opportunities for collaboration using resources
from both agencies to affect the rate of injury and reduce related costs. Staff is also working through the
Portland Metro Safety Officers group to standardize data points.
6. Improve medical data collection systems to meet occupational health needs.
Staff is evaluating electronic medical record systems (medical e-records) to meet the District’s
occupational health needs and National Healthcare Information Technology (IT) initiatives. EMS and IT
staff attended a National Health IT conference to help Oregon providers implement health information
exchange systems.
Hard-copy employee medical history and pre-physical forms are being digitized and new medical and
rehabilitation data will be captured electronically, which will support the eventual transition to medical erecords. Replacement spirometry and auditory software have been selected with an eye toward interfacing
with future medical e-records once developed.
7. Update the Wellness Initiative to better reflect an emphasis on prevention and to actively involve all
members.
The District’s Wellness Initiative needs to be updated to reflect the initiatives described below and to
include the previously mentioned non-line initiatives that were added in 2011.
The Functional Movement Screen (FMS), a tool used primarily for professional athletes, was administered
to a large number of line, non-line, and volunteer personnel. Individuals with low FMS scores were referred
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to solutions to address target areas for improvement. If follow-up scores validate FMS as a useful
preventative tool, it will be incorporated into the Wellness Initiative.
Phase I of the ADAPT/Performance Therapy Project, a rehabilitative care therapy study utilizing “industrial
athlete” rehabilitative care offered to line personnel with chronic injuries or returning to work from injury,
has been completed (the results of which are discussed under “Opportunities” below). Phase II of the
ADAPT study is underway. A comparative analysis of the efficacy of ADAPT versus FMS for preventative and
therapeutic purposes will determine how these tools could be utilized within the Wellness Initiative.
CHALLENGES
The system in place to report incidents of damage, injury, unusual events, and near misses is adequate for
basic data collection and retrieval, but completing meaningful analysis requires manual manipulation, which is
very labor intensive. Reallocation of dedicated staff resources is needed to meet the demand for data
comparison and trend analysis. This could include reconfiguring the reporting process away from a static
system to take better advantage of electronic tools already available in the District. Any system changes should
include a review of the type of risk management information being collected to ensure it meets the leadership
team’s expectations moving forward.
The addition of new line personnel has resulted in an increase in use of station exercise equipment, which is
aging and already in need of replacement, to meet the new standardized equipment list and capital
replacement plan. The increased budget impact needs to be evaluated against the organization’s goals for
employee wellness and fitness.
The number of members trained in Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) and certified to conduct
debriefings has declined to a point that acute CISM response and support is jeopardized.
OPPORTUNITIES
There are preliminary signs that the District’s use of aggressive medical case management to help injured
employees speed their recovery is working, and there is certainly strong anecdotal support. Given the human
and financial implications, this strategy and associated outcomes should be continually monitored.
Positive impacts were reported after the initial phase of the ADAPT therapy study/project; specifically, of the 31
participants, 89% reported their condition improved or much improved after treatment. Moreover, 81%
reported their condition improved by greater than 50%. Staff will evaluate the results after the second phase to
determine the most appropriate forms of therapy for different types of injuries moving forward.
Given that better clinical outcomes for members and lower costs/risks for the District are desired, on-site
occupational health services programs should be pursued to provide higher-quality, more consistent, and
sustainable care. Having a contracted Occupational Health Physician perform annual physicals, and stress and
injury assessments in-house would have a positive impact on both the timeliness and quality of care.
The possibility of interfacing District medical records with the EPIC system used by most all area
hospitals/healthcare providers should be explored for the potential to meet District, local, and state
operational needs for healthcare information exchange at a cost savings to all parties.
THE 2012 CALL FOR ACTION
To advance action toward this goal, leadership calls for strategies to:
1. Measure on-the-job injuries, time lost due to injury, and illness to identify and act on trends and causal
factors for types and severity of injuries for all personnel.
2. Educate personnel on fitness and nutritional practices known to have positive effects on body
composition, blood pressure, participation, and overall health.
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3. Work with partner agencies to establish, share, and evaluate standardized injury data to identify causes of
injury and target evidence-based solutions.
4. Establish an electronic medical data collection system to meet occupational health needs and enhance
information exchange with appropriate healthcare providers.
5. Update the Wellness Initiative to better reflect an emphasis on prevention and active personnel
involvement.
6. Increase incident CISM response and other peer support resources.
7. Reallocate staff resources and improve tools used to conduct and expand baseline trend analysis on the
type, cause, and cost associated with accidents, on-the-job injuries, unusual events, and near misses.
8. Pursue expansion and development of on-site occupational health services programs to include a
contracted occupational health physician.

Goal V:

Develop and enhance a workforce that understands and respects individual
and group differences, and builds trust in the communities we serve.

ANALYSIS OF TARGETED OUTCOMES
A.

Trend

No Change

Increased employee awareness regarding the benefits of a diverse workforce and how to create and
maintain a culture of mutual trust and respect.
The scope of the chartered diversity committee, now in place and working, to develop a comprehensive
diversity/inclusion plan, encompasses front-end strategic-level decision making, which will largely set the
course for District action steps in this area over the next several years.

B. Increased employee cultural competency to more effectively serve citizens of different backgrounds and
cultures.
The chartered diversity committee is addressing this issue as part of the multi-year strategy for
accomplishing Goal V.
C. Organizational diversity increased to better reflect the communities’ racial, ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and
gender diversity.
The chartered diversity committee also is addressing this issue as part of the multi-year strategy for
accomplishing Goal V. While staff continues to take advantage of many opportunities to attract and recruit
a diverse group of candidates for all positions, there have been no new programs or efforts to increase
organizational diversity. Progress is anticipated as the committee identifies strategies to address the Calls
for Action for next year.
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CHALLENGES
There are many challenges associated with this goal, including honestly identifying and looking to shift the
cultural norm within the District as well as to begin to change that paradigm within the fire service. Most fire
departments suffer from a lack of diversity among their firefighters and struggle to develop the answers and
methodology to correct and change that situation. Studies show that the demographics within the District’s
boundaries are becoming more diverse, yet the District is not keeping pace internally and is not providing the
right tools to help personnel overcome cultural barriers among many minority communities. This begs the
question of what District personnel need to enhance their understanding of the cultural differences of citizens
within its jurisdiction and their varying requirements and needs in an emergency situation.
One challenge for the chartered diversity committee is to recommend where to begin as the District pursues
answers to all three targeted outcomes. In order to actively recruit more diversity, it would be helpful to have a
more diverse workforce. In order to attract and retain a diverse workforce, the District must have a culture that
supports individual differences.
With the growing diversity within its boundaries, the District recognizes there is room for improvement in the
ability to understand and engage citizens in ways that show understanding and respect for their culture,
especially in emergency situations when those differences can be most evident and important.
Finally, without current demographic information regarding the ethnic and cultural differences of the citizens
TVF&R serves, it is difficult to measure the trends in the changing ethnic diversity among the communities
within the District’s service areas and the current levels of success the District is making in meeting the
outcomes of this goal.
OPPORTUNITIES
It will fall to the chartered diversity committee to build a plan that offers the District the opportunity to look at
diversity in a new way. Is the District willing to think outside the box and take some risks as it reassesses ways
to adapt to its community’s various cultural attributes? There are fire departments that have had some
success in increasing the diversity of their workforce; who are they and what have they done to be successful
when most other fire departments are not? The District has the opportunity to learn more about the cultures in
the communities it serves, and by engaging with those communities, it increases the opportunity to spread the
word about the profession of firefighters and the fire service. Additionally, the District would benefit from
initiating and engaging in conversations with other public safety agencies around commonplace experiences
and successful practices in this arena. For example, TVF&R will be participating in a diversity “think tank”
forming through the Metro Fire Planners as a result of related discussions at their 2011 conference.
TVF&R must enhance its workforce’s understanding of individual and group differences, and strengthen the
trust of residents of all ethnicities and backgrounds. The creation and implementation of a comprehensive
diversity/inclusion plan is necessary to integrate efforts related to workforce culture, cultural competence, and
recruitment outreach, and realize meaningful organizational impact.
The development of a more culturally competent workforce only enhances the ability of District employees to
effectively serve its communities, broadening the affect staff has on incident scenes, in various business
situations, and in forming favorable opinions about the District going forward.
THE 2012 CALL FOR ACTION
To advance action toward this goal, leadership calls for strategies to:
1. Finalize, implement, and communicate to all personnel the multi-year diversity plan.
2. Capture trends specific to employee awareness regarding the benefits of a diverse workforce, as well as
employees’ cultural competency.
3. Pursue updated service area demographics based on 2010 census data.
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Goal VI:

Promote craftsmanship, innovation, and excellence throughout the
organization.

No Change

ANALYSIS OF TARGETED OUTCOMES
A.

Trend

District’s compliance toward industry certifications, standards, and best practices (e.g., CFAI accreditation,
ISO rating, GFOA status, DPSST certification, Moody’s rating) maintained or increased.
Compliance at the higher-end of industry standards has been maintained in all areas.
Table 6.1 Industry Standards Compliance
Fiscal Year
Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI)
Accredited Agency Status
Insurance Services Office (ISO) Rating1
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
Distinguished Budget Presentation Award
GFOA Certificate of Achievement for Excellence
in Financial Reporting
Oregon Dept. of Public Safety Standards and Training (DPSST)
Certification
Moody’s Investor’s Service Credit Quality Rating2

2009

2010

2011



Re-accredited
August 2010



2/3/10

2/3/10

2/3/10











(pending)







Aa1

Aaa

Aaa

1 Rating in incorporated areas = 2; rating in unincorporated areas = 3; rating in unincorporated areas 5+ miles from fire station = 10
2 Moody’s changed rating schedule between fiscal year 2008-09 and fiscal year 2009-10; highest possible rating for governmental agency

changed from “Aa1” to “Aaa” (title change, not rank change).

B. A training and operational focus emphasizing the critical importance of individual accountability for
competency and craftsmanship achieved.
Creation of a third battalion in January 2011, reduced the span of control for Battalion Chiefs and
increased crew contact and conversation. An informal survey of Battalion Chiefs indicates a generally high
level of motivation and curiosity among line personnel. Creation of the Integrated Operations Centers and
re-emphasis of the Station Liaison program is designed to strengthen connections and accountability
between prevention staff and crews.
Turnover at all levels of the organization and promotions has highlighted the challenges and shared
responsibility of preparing the next generation of District leadership (e.g., exhausted Civil Service lists,
limited “bench strength”).
The three-year trend for accidents involving District apparatus, vehicles, and facilities shows a 33%
reduction from 65 in fiscal year 2008 to 43 in fiscal year2010. This data does not distinguish between
fault and no-fault situations.
There is room for improvement in accountability and tracking for individual National Incident Management
System (NIMS) compliance.
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PROGRESS TOWARD 2011 CALLS FOR ACTION
1. Institutionalize the concept of “community risk-reduction,” and keep District employees and key external
partners apprised and engaged in the “why” and the “what” of these and other innovation efforts.
Prevention and preparedness have long been emphasized at TVF&R, but after the priority of response. As
evidenced by the creation of Integrated Operations and incorporation of the Emergency Management
Program into the Fire Chief’s Office, the District’s strategic focus is gradually shifting to a more balanced
approach. As it relates to community risk-reduction efforts, specific accomplishments this past year
included: appointment of a program manager, re-emphasis of the Deputy Fire Marshal (DFM) station
liaison role, Company Officer in-service training, beta testing of community risk-reduction meetings and
strategy development with three stations, and Battalion Chief training. By early 2012, each station should
be working collaboratively with their Public Affairs Officer and DFM station liaison to implement
community-based projects that emphasize proactive interventions to reoccurring problems or
opportunities. Projects already underway include: safety trainings with staff at senior care facilities, rural
addressing and access issues, working with managers of a new subsidized housing facility to develop
effective emergency procedures and encourage resident education, and partnering with Valley Catholic
Middle School and the American Heart Association to provide Hands-Only CPR training to students, their
families, and other area residents. After a slow start, where program development and communication
were sporadic, the program’s goals and strategies are now highlighted in academies, crew and staff
briefings, on a SharePoint site, and in meetings with local elected officials.
2. Leverage innovation to help safeguard the long-term viability and vitality of District services.
Car unit response to designated Code 1 incidents accounted for 6% of all incident response in fiscal year
2011, resulting in improved system response reliability and a cost-effective response model for low
intensity incidents. Active engagement by DFMs and District-initiated changes in alarm verification
procedures are presumed to be contributing to a continued decline in false fire alarms (13% decline in
fiscal year 2011; 26% decline fiscal year 2007-fiscal year 2011). Both efforts have advanced the District’s
deployment focus of getting the right resource with the right staffing to the right call at the right time.
A third-party recruiting process for career firefighters was implemented in January 2011, resulting in a
constantly refreshing list of candidates and a reduction of staff time expended on this activity equivalent to
approximately .25 FTE. The annual cost is $3,500.
3. Reinforce the importance of individual craftsmanship and excellence, and their connections to safety,
customer service, and the organization’s fiscal health.
Strong leadership provided by several District firefighters set a highly productive and positive tone for two
new academies. The personal responsibility these individuals assumed for the success of 25 new recruits
and the examples of excellence they set were noteworthy.
The past year brought significant change to TVF&R, including implementation of the Integrated Operations
Division, introduction of the community risk-reduction concept, and promotion of new Chiefs and Company
Officers. The pace of change challenged individual craftsmanship as many employees adapted to new
management, new responsibilities, and a new way of doing business over a short period of time.
Some aspects of community risk-reduction have an internal focus and a connection to craftsmanship. For
example, an increased emphasis on improving rural addressing and access issues helps improve
emergency response and situational awareness. Proactive work conducted by Station 67 has helped
improve the District’s already positive working relationship with the Beaverton Police Department.
The rollout of the Asset Management Program (AMP) makes greater use of data to ensure that the
potential impacts of major District purchases are evaluated in a comprehensive manner (fiscal,
operational, logistical, and training). Because the program focuses on people and process ahead of the
material items, it is hoped that employees will take more interest and ownership.
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A growing awareness of the budget process and its connection to strategic priorities has increased the
number of employees who feel a sense of ownership for this work. MUNIS-generated reports make it
easier for budget managers to control and track current expenditure activity; and multi-year financial
projections provide a clearer picture of the financial future and equip leadership with an understanding of
the long-term impacts of key budget decisions.
4. Manage successful implementation of organizational change initiatives (e.g., bond projects, community
risk-reduction strategies, Integrated Operating Centers, Respiratory Protection Program, Fleet Services
Enterprise, competency-based leadership/career development, etc.).
The Capital Projects Program initiated construction on a new set of projects (Stations 56, 65, 68, and the
South Operating Center). Progress on Station 68 is delayed pending resolution of a land use appeal filed
by an adjacent property owner. The Bond Project Management Team was established to better organize
staff associated with the program. Structured in a manner similar to the Incident Command System (ICS),
the team includes Fire Chief’s Office personnel in the Incident Command role, construction and apparatus
personnel in the Operations role, and Logistics, Finance, and Communications representatives supporting
the Public Information function. Having clearly defined roles and responsibilities has helped streamline
processes, limit span of control, and ensure consistent information sharing among stakeholders.
Formal Fleet Enterprise Intergovernmental Agreements were reached with Clackamas County Fire District
#1, Gladstone Fire Department, Lake Oswego Fire Department, and Hillsboro Fire Department. A satellite
District maintenance facility opened at Clackamas County Fire District #1.
Progress continues on the Respiratory Protection Program: Policies have been updated, a program
administrator has been established, SCBA units were replaced, two new rehabilitation units with mobile
air-filling capability are now active, and larger air bottles are being deployed.
5. Improve accuracy and timeliness of data collection and analysis in all areas.
Examples of improvement in the accuracy and timeliness of data collection include the previously
mentioned increase in “arrived” and “at patient side” benchmark compliance. Deployment of on-demand
incident response reports for each station prompted important discussions about the need to code more
consistently, with the best example being occupancy type. A commitment to “data craftsmanship” is
present in both the OPS and EMS QI efforts.
A general concern remains regarding individual commitment to data accuracy, particularly as it applies to
report writing. Organizational efforts explaining the impact of inaccurate coding on the community and the
organization must continue. Opportunities also need to be explored for providing formal training (e.g.,
report writing training for new Company Officers).
CHALLENGES
Multiple indicators suggest that the District will function in a challenging financial environment for the
foreseeable future. When combined with upward pressures on expenditures, the economic environment makes
the job of managing and forecasting District finances increasingly complicated and important. It is critical that
employees understand and support efforts aimed at creating efficiencies and controlling costs.
Successfully navigating change is time consuming. Whether learning to use MUNIS software or working as part
of an integrated team to identify and intervene with community risks, new organizational priorities compete
with an individual’s existing work tasks. Care must be taken to ensure that time remains for the drilling,
training, and focused individual learning that are essential to developing the knowledge and skill required of
emergency responders and of those who support them.
A significant number of organizational change initiatives rolled out over the last eighteen months. An employee
focus group (May 2011) indicated that although most personnel are optimistic about the changes, they’re
uncertain of their roles in the organization. While acknowledging that the organization’s mission has not
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changed, participants identified a sense of disruption associated with new locations, new chains of command,
and general reorganization issues. Most understood that trying something new takes adjustment time.
While the findings of the focus groups are arguably an inevitable part of any major organizational change, they
provide a healthy reminder of the importance of focus, planning, and regular communication, when initiating
change. Critical efforts such as the roll-out of the community risk-reduction initiative run the risk of being
viewed as “flavor of the week” when significant gaps in activity and communication leave employees
wondering about direction and commitment.
Talent development and succession planning must be emphasized to prepare for the next round of
retirements, as well as to encourage and grow an increasingly young workforce. On a related note, there is a
concern that there is waning interest in the District’s formal QI initiatives and committee work in general. Those
who are active are dedicated, but they need reinforcement.
OPPORTUNITIES
Partnerships with Clackamas County Fire District #1, the Beaverton Police Department, Valley Catholic Middle
School, and others provide opportunities for the District to develop innovative, measurable initiatives that
contribute to the organization’s long-term success and make the communities safer.
Key to community risk-reduction is the belief that firefighters, in partnership with their DFM station liaison and
Public Affairs Officer, are in the best position to observe and respond to risk in the communities they serve.
With time, this has the potential to encourage a new era of individual and organizational creativity as teams
problem-solve ways to help the public avoid preventable emergencies and better prepare for the unavoidable
ones. Improved quality of incident report writing and continued refinement of data tools, such as a
replacement for the current occupancy database, and the potential of a major expansion in access to
geographic information system (GIS) technology, will strengthen the analysis that must serve as the foundation
for these efforts.
The District has been introduced to a competency-based leadership development program and recognizes the
opportunity to develop a more general talent management system. Such a system integrates competencies into its
job classification system, job descriptions, recruitment and selection processes, performance management,
workforce and succession planning, and several other areas, with the promise of engaging employees more
meaningfully in business performance outcomes. This program requires dedicated project leadership to develop
the components of the system and align them with existing talent management strategies.
THE 2012 CALL FOR ACTION
To advance action toward this goal, leadership calls for strategies to:
1. Reinforce the District’s culture as one that emphasizes preparedness and prevention in addition to response.
2. Keep District personnel informed on significant organizational changes and innovative efforts, particularly
as they pertain to the District’s focus on prevention, preparedness, and response.
3. Encourage innovation in all areas to help safeguard the long-term viability and vitality of District services.
4. Reinforce the importance of individual ownership and craftsmanship and their connections to the Chief’s
Bull’s Eye and the organization's fiscal health.
5. Manage successful implementation of organizational change initiatives; maintain once implemented.
6. Improve accuracy and timeliness of data collection and analysis in all areas (e.g., upgrades to Fire
RMS/occupancy database, improvements to safety data collection and analysis, continued MUNIS
education, OPS QI and EMS QI initiatives, report writing training).
7. Institutionalize a competency-based program that focuses on recruitment, leadership growth, and talent
management with the promise of engaging employees in more meaningful business performance outcomes.
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Goal VII:

Leverage use of existing resources and seek efficiencies for the greatest
community good.

ANALYSIS OF TARGETED OUTCOMES:
A.

Trend

Better

Partnerships that create efficiencies developed and maintained.
Partnerships continue to be a priority strategy for achieving efficiencies in District business practices and
service delivery. Examples of new or expanded business collaborations include:

standardized fleet services delivered to several area departments;

increased participation in state and industry purchasing cooperatives;

a partnership with Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO), focused on improved energy conservation in
District facilities; and,

private sector support for the quarterly landlord workshops.
Emergency service delivery benefited from:

adding a third area hospital to a consortium focused on improving cardiac outcomes;

turning over board-up and security services at emergency scenes to a private vendor (following a
competitive process); and,

multi-agency collaborative efforts focused on improving the quality and efficiency of services
provided to individuals with mental illness who are involved in emergencies.

B. The value of state, federal, and foundation grants that enhance TVF&R’s ability to better serve customers
maintained or improved.
The first year of funding from the federal Staffing for Adequate Fire & Emergency Response (SAFER) grant
allowed nine additional firefighters to be trained and deployed during the summer and fall of 2011. The
two-year, $1.63 million grant is the largest ever received by the District.
Moving forward, this outcome will be refined to read, “Pursued state, federal, and foundation grants for
strategic service enhancements.”
C. Greater financial diversification developed.
While several steps were taken to diversify revenue sources, the District remains almost entirely reliant on
property taxes. Securing the SAFER Grant was a positive step, but funds are only available for two years
and a third year match is required of the District. Formal intergovernmental agreements (IGAs) for fleet
services have been reached with Clackamas County Fire District #1, Hillsboro Fire Department, Lake
Oswego Fire Department, and Gladstone Fire Department. These IGAs are based on a full cost recovery
model and have expanded the service capacity of the District. Finally, statewide healthcare reform holds
the possibility of a new service and revenue model, but remains conceptual only at this time.
Consideration was given to dropping this outcome due to the historic inability to make a meaningful change,
but District leadership retained it because the objective remains important even if progress comes slowly.
D. Environmentally friendly practices for daily operations increased.
A variety of conservation initiatives were completed this year. Successful application was made to the ETO
to complete a comprehensive energy use study of all District facilities. The study benchmarked utility
consumption, identified possible conservation projects and anticipated return on investment timelines,
and may result in additional ETO funding for specific improvements. With the move to CBOC, several
technology enhancements have resulted in a reduction in hardware and space needs, as well as power
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consumption and staff support. They include: Virtualization technology that reduced the number of
physical servers, magnetic storage of nightly backups that replaced a large tape library, and shared
multifunction printers that resulted in reduced staff support needs and lower materials and capital costs.
There is room for improvement in how staff takes advantage of other efficiency features built into the
CBOC building.
Metered use of cleaning materials in stations continues to expand with clothes washing machines (can
extend appliance lifetime) being the newest to be tested. Performance requirements for contract custodial
and landscaping firms continue to emphasize use of environmentally friendly products. District personnel
should be encouraged to continually increase their individual environmentally friendly behaviors.
Moving forward, the wording of this outcome will be revised to read, “Environmentally friendly practices
and behaviors for daily operations increased.”
E.

Cost control and reduction strategies demonstrated.
District initiatives focused on cost control and reductions include:


Proactive case management of injured employees reduced waiting times for treatment and
provided greater support and structure for rehabilitation activities. In many cases, this resulted in
a faster return to work.



IT staff estimate the first-year savings (fiscal year 2010 versus fiscal year 2011) associated with
the CBOC shared multifunction printers at $38,000-$40,000.



Increased vendor-direct purchasing has reduced the number of inventoried products in the District
warehouse, as well as handling by Supply personnel, and allows for contract purchase prices.
Expansion to janitorial supplies and clothing/uniforms is being researched and tested.



A third-party recruiting process for career firefighters was implemented at a cost of $3,500 in
January, 2011. In addition to providing a constantly refreshing list of candidates, this change has
resulted in a reduction in work equivalent to .25 FTE.



MUNIS tools were used for the first time to identify and make reduction in materials and services
requests during the fiscal year 2012 budget process.



Strategies were identified to extend the replacement cycle for apparatus.

PROGRESS TOWARD 2011 CALLS FOR ACTION
1. Encourage innovative ideas for financial diversification.
Providing fleet services to other agencies is not new to TVF&R, however, the Intergovernmental
Agreements adopted in August 2011 with Clackamas County Fire District #1, Gladstone Fire Department,
Hillsboro Fire Department, and Lake Oswego Fire Department added a new element of structure via
detailed work scopes and carefully calculated full-cost recovery. Additional agreements for other services,
such as communications and technology, are being researched. The District is also actively participating in
the planning process for healthcare restructuring in Oregon, which could produce an impact. Even with
initiatives such as these, TVF&R will remain heavily reliant on property tax revenue for the foreseeable
future.
2. Implement sustainable practices in acquisition, operation, and disposal of resources to minimize
environmental footprint.
While the activities highlighted in Outcome D (above) suggest the District is making progress in its efforts in
this area, the lack of any kind of environmental benchmark makes measuring the impact impossible. With
this in mind, initial steps have been taken to develop a greenhouse gas inventory for District operations.
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3. Ensure internal and external collaborative efforts to continue to implement open-standards technology,
allowing for future electronic integration with external partner agencies’ systems.
Rapid changes in technology in the last year have significantly reduced the challenges of connectivity and
sharing data between agencies. The best example is the growing utilization of web-based data storage and
software services (Cloud) hosted externally and accessible – with permission – to other users. The Cloud is
not a one-size fits all solution, however, and attention must still be paid to the selection of internal systems
that promote information sharing.
The District is exploring a significant expansion in its geographic information system (GIS) capabilities. GIS
uses property specific references as a way to organize, analyze, and present data and is widely adopted
among external partners.
4. Develop and track data to gauge the impact of efficiency efforts.
An honest appraisal would describe this as possessing possibility but little real progress. Purchasing
patterns and cost comparisons are available through both internal and external systems. MUNIS report
capabilities are still being developed for management purposes. The shift to vendor-direct purchasing for
day-to-day items should yield better reporting (e.g., cleaning supplies on a per square foot basis). A positive
step that did occur is the benchmarking of utility use for District facilities.
CHALLENGES
The transition to vendor-direct purchasing has resulted in a workload shift to station personnel. This change is
complicated by the “double entry” demands of the vendor system and MUNIS. Potential solutions are being
researched, but the days when the Supply Department’s warehouse served as the store front for all District
needs are changing. Going forward, a concerted effort should be made to communicate the context for the
change by Supply (i.e., flat staffing for many years, increasing service demands), as well as the benefits.
Benefits include: The ability to focus on mission critical items (e.g., turnouts, thermal imagers, gas monitors);
time to follow-up on warranty issues; and the ability to engage in key purchase planning activities and the
workload associated with the bond program.
Greater attention needs to be paid to the behavioral change that is part of doing business in a more
environmentally sustainable manner. As an example, smart systems designed into CBOC increase the
building’s energy efficiency (e.g., light harvesting, heat transfer, light sensors). When individuals override these
systems to meet more personalized light or temperature requirements, these efficiencies can be lost. Another
area for improvement is expanded use of the District recycling program.
OPPORTUNITIES
A priority should be placed on establishing an all-in-one (superstore) interface between authorized vendors and
the MUNIS ordering systems to eliminate double-entry and ensure staff time is utilized to the greatest level of
efficiency.
Increased service sharing among local governments is a likely outcome of the constrained fiscal environment.
Where appropriate, the District should be prepared to respond with full cost proposals. Alternatives to the
traditional method of contracting prior to annexation (i.e., “date then marry”) should be considered as it relates
to how neighboring agencies can partner with TVF&R. Emphasis should be placed on understanding ways
economies of scale can be achieved without affecting local service levels, funding realities, or governance
structures.
The District’s sustainability efforts require a clearer sense of purpose (goals) and some ability to measure the
impact (benchmarks). Following up on the energy audit funded by ETO, consideration should be given to
allocating funds necessary to provide matching dollars for projects identified with positive return on investment
scores and highlighted for additional funding by ETO.
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THE 2012 CALL FOR ACTION
To advance action toward this goal, leadership calls for strategies to:
1. Encourage innovative ideas and partnerships to achieve financial diversification, cost control, and service
enhancements.
2. Establish District goals to guide the implementation of sustainable practices in acquisition, operation, and
disposal of resources.
3. Seek opportunities to advance electronic information system integration with partner agencies.
4. Track and analyze the impact of efficiency efforts.

Goal VIII:

Ensure ongoing financial and business operations stability and
predictability.

Trend

No Change

ANALYSIS OF TARGETED OUTCOMES
A.

Five months of operating funds in the ending fund balance maintained to support the District’s dry period
financing requirements.
The ending fund balance exceeded the goal of five months of General Fund expenditures.
Table 8.1 Ending Fund Balance History

Beginning Fund Balance

2007-08
Actual
26,368,346

2008-09
Actual
30,880,694

2009-10
Actual
32,752,110

2010-11
Actual
32,870,970

Total Revenue

91,931,441

97,614,684

102,041,012

105,386,459

Total Expenditures

61,050,747

64,862,574

69,170,042

71,512,610

Ending Fund Balance

30,880,694

32,752,110

32,870,970

33,873,849

6.1

6.1

5.7

5.7

Fiscal Year

Months of Operating Expenses

B. Expenditures monitored, maintained, and adjusted so that a balance is achieved between revenue and
expenditure growth rates on both a current operational and long-term forecasted basis.
The District’s only significant revenue source is property taxes. Because this revenue source is not under
the organization’s control, it is critical that long-term forecasts and expenditure trends maintain a longterm balance of expenditures in line with revenue. In 2011, the return to the tax rolls of the City of
Tualatin’s urban renewal district allowed the District to cover expenditures by increasing taxable assessed
valuation to a total of 3.97%, even though overall assessed valuation increased only 2.73%. The fiscal year
2012 valuation increase of 2.73%, with expected lower collections due to appeals, increases the challenge
of balancing expenditures within available revenue. Forecasted cost increases in Oregon Public Employee
Retirement System (PERS), healthcare, workers’ compensation, dispatch center charges, and facility
maintenance costs are coming at a time of curtailed revenue increases.
While the economic environment is problematic, the tools available to District leadership and managers to
monitor and manage the organization’s finances are improved. Monthly financial statements including
expenditures by directorate and department are compared to a monthly benchmark for revenue and
expenditures trends. All non-salary expenditures are verified to the budget for validity and budget
availability, and all budget managers monitor their own departments to avoid exceeding the budget.
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In addition, newly developed budget reports allow managers at all levels to drill down to the original budget
detail for cost comparisons as they make their purchasing decisions.
C. Actual financial performance measured against the financial modeling and forecasting tools and adequate
plans in place for various fluctuations.
The District continues to monitor trends for revenues and expenditures and create new financial models to
plan for options. As soon as tax levy data is released, revenue forecasts are updated. Expenditure
monitoring and discussion of trends takes place monthly with staff and the Board of Directors.
D. District Moody’s Aaa bond rating preserved.
This was achieved as part of the June 2011 bond issuance. The District’s prudent fiscal management is
cited in this excerpt from the Moody’s opinion:
PRUDENT MANAGEMENT MAINTAINS STRONG FINANCIAL POSITION
The District continues to demonstrate a strong financial position as demonstrated by substantial
reserves and prudent budgetary management. Over the last five years, general fund reserves
averaged 51.2% of general fund revenues, which is above average compared to many highly
rated peers. The District relies on property tax revenues for 97.9% of general fund revenues,
mostly from its permanent levy rate of $1.5252/1,000 of AV. The District also benefits from a
local option levy of $0.25/1,000 of assessed value that remains in place until 2014.
E.

Financial forecasts include long-term financing and levy plans, long-term equipment, apparatus, facility
maintenance and replacement plans, and the changes needed to serve the District’s changing population
and service roles.
TVF&R’s management relies heavily on forward-looking financial models and forecasting tools, historical
data, and findings of the annual audit process for critical decision making related to budgeting and
business operations. Facility maintenance, apparatus replacement schedules, and IT/Communications
plans were prepared as part of the budget process and will continue to be refined by Logistics and
Integrated Operations staff.
Levy renewal forecasting is in process, as is the planning for the final phase of general obligation bonds
and any potential decisions on future bond sales.
Moving forward, this outcome will be refined to read, “Developed and maintained financial forecasts that
include long-term financing and levy plans; long-term equipment, apparatus, facility maintenance and
replacement plans; and the changes needed to serve the District’s changing population and service roles.”

PROGRESS TOWARD 2011 CALLS FOR ACTION
1. Develop outreach efforts to promote awareness of the value of service provided by TVF&R and its
performance.
Continual messaging about TVF&R and its value to citizens is performed through a variety of traditional
and social media sources, and through direct District communications and outreach. In spring 2011, focus
groups were utilized to gain insight into the level of public awareness and knowledge about TVF&R
programs; insights gained helped inform content for the spring 2011 Safety Matters newsletter. The
findings of the fall 2011 public attitude survey underscored the importance of personal contact with
TVF&R personnel in building awareness of the value of District services. A strong correlation exists
between the importance that survey respondents place on attributes of their ideal fire and EMS providers
and their actual rating of TVF&R’s performance (Figure 8.1).
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4. Maintain collaboration with Union leadership while managing overall organizational labor costs to preserve
financial stability.
TVF&R is fortunate to enjoy a healthy, collaborative relationship with Local 1660. This partnership has
availed opportunities to grow the District in strategic and innovative ways such as the car units deployment
in the spring 2010. This program has yielded positive feedback from the District management, staff, and
the public. In addition, the 2011 public attitude survey indicated that the public has come to expect this
level of performance. Both management and labor groups continue to dialog about innovations, current
issues, economic factors, and the future of the District in a manner that resembles more of a partnership
rather than opposing forces.
5. Build out several scenarios around various community economic risks to specifically understand, plan, and
prepare for potential impacts to service objectives.
The economic risks that impact TVF&R the most are the continuing escalation of payroll-related costs such
as labor costs, workers’ compensation insurance, PERS pension contributions, and healthcare premiums.
Long-term modeling using various scenarios is performed each year to raise awareness of where the
pitfalls might be, and to cause management to address potential risks before they occur.
6. Refine and develop long-term capital plans (IT/Communications, Fleet, Facilities Maintenance, and
Integrated Operations) supporting the overall District financial forecast. Recognize that the District must
proactively adjust them as it adjusts its service delivery.
It is understood that capital items need the longest planning period in order to deliver large-dollar items in
a timely, proactive manner, rather than as a reaction to a sudden need. As the environment changes, the
organization tries to adapt in a thoughtful way. It is critical that long-term capital plans continue to be
refined, even after they are developed, to ensure all aspects of the business are continually addressed.
7. Proactively plan and message for levy elections and debt financing.
The District is approximately two years out from consideration of levy renewal. Messaging and planning at
this stage is targeted around increasing awareness and knowledge of District services. Among the
objectives for the 2011 focus groups and public attitude survey were gaining an understanding of
community values and critique of District performance, as well as useful messaging moving forward.
CHALLENGES
Long-term real estate troubles have resulted in an increasingly narrow gap between real market value (RMV)
and assessed value (AV). The District’s AV growth has provided long-term financial stability, but that growth is
becoming more constricted as the RMV of more property is nearing AV levels thus constraining the expected
3% AV growth. For 17.2% of property in Washington County as a whole, RMV already has declined to the point
where it meets the AV level for the tax year 2011-12.
Forecasted increases in PERS rates, along with forecasted increases in workers’ compensation rates,
healthcare cost trends, dispatch center fees, and the consumer price index (CPI) are all above revenue trends.
Increasing pressure on the District’s tax base through the formation of competing service districts’ and
schools’ use of local option levies in urban renewal areas, will add additional pressures to the general
governmental ten dollar rate cap in the years ahead. Urban renewal districts within the service area have a
direct negative impact upon future collections during the life of the urban renewal project.
Negotiations for a new labor contract after June 30, 2012, are a critical component of District and employee
financial stability. The District and the Union must work collaboratively to ensure commitments are sustainable
into the future.
Providing services and being noted for business practices that successfully match or exceed the understood
community value/importance will continue to be a challenge.
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OPPORTUNITIES
All challenges are an opportunity to create new solutions and partnerships with other governments. By
forecasting issues far ahead, it may be possible to influence outcomes that will provide novel solutions such as
medical care delivery, legislative changes, or new partnerships with other governments. Requests from
neighboring agencies have offered opportunities for new revenue sources.
THE 2012 CALL FOR ACTION
To advance action toward this goal, leadership calls for strategies to:
1. Develop outreach efforts to promote awareness of the value of service provided by TVF&R and its
performance.
2. Expand reporting mechanisms that can be easily understood and shared among personnel and budget
managers, thereby communicating the financial "health" of the District and allowing the managers to effect
positive financial change.
3. Maintain collaboration with Union leadership while managing overall organizational labor costs to preserve
financial stability.
4. Build out several scenarios around various community economic risks to specifically understand, plan, and
prepare for potential impacts to service objectives.
5. Develop and incorporate divisional components into long-term capital plans to support the overall District
financial forecast (recognizing that the District must proactively adjust them as it adjusts its service
delivery).
6. Proactively plan and message for levy elections and debt financing.
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